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People First

"The P in PM is as much about 'people management' as it is about 'project management." - Cornelius Fichtner, PMP, 

CSM - PM Podcast

The most important resource of the project is people, not money or not even machines. Putting people 

first is one of the shifts in the project approach which would get the ecosystem move towards the more 

conducive environment. People are everything in projects, the customers, the project teams, the 

sponsor and each and every stakeholder in a project consist of people. 

The project is not being executed by ‘perfect little robots,’ but the people with limitations and constraint 

at the same time have huge potential to outperform the robots, given a right level of motivation and 

involvement. Hence the project needs to be people-centric in order to unleash the potential from them.
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Today, projects rely more on the human intellect, while 

most of the projects in the last century were primarily 

dependent on machines. The efficiency-focused 

methodology was well suited for those projects but 

does not guarantee a positive outcome for cognition-

based projects that are driven by a knowledge 

workforce. The analytical framework for measuring the 

success or failures of projects also, unfortunately, 

disregards the inherent uncertainty and often accounts 

only for variability. This tends to stifle the creative 

process of projects and even acts as an impediment to 

unleashing the real potential of the creative process.

There are three significant ways in which project 

leaders can put people first, 

- Making people successful 

- Keeping the right people in the right place and 

ensuring the success of the project and 

- Aligning the system and processes to people 

focused
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The paradigm shift of projects from Industrial Age to Knowledge Era

Systems such as PERT or GANTT were initially been developed for purposes that apply to 

industrial and military applications. These may not be entirely adaptable as such for projects 

that we are currently working on. In the Knowledge Era, there are several new factors that will 

engage the workforce. 

Our current business operating system–which is built around external, carrot-and-stick motivators–doesn’t 

work and often does harm. We need an upgrade. And the science shows the way. This new approach has 

three essential elements: 1. Autonomy – the desire to direct our own lives. 2. Mastery – the urge to get 

better and better at something that matters. 3. Purpose – the yearning to do what we do in the service of 

something larger than ourselves: (Pink D. H., 2008)

Every shift in the human race—from hunter-gatherers to the information Age—has proven that 

productivity has increased significantly, by over a hundred times. In the Information Era, 

projects deliver value that is several times that of those in the Industrial Age. The use of 

techniques developed for Industrial-era projects undermines the capability of the knowledge 

worker to deliver according to expectations. In today’s world, we don’t call them ‘workers’ but 

‘associates’ and ‘partners.’ These people are to be led rather than to be managed.
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Hunters and
Gatherers

Agricultural Age Industrial Age Information Age

Workforce Hunters and
gatherers

Farmers Factory workers Knowledge workers

Skillset Strength Strength

Forecasting

Tactics
Systematic

Specialist Discipline Intellect Creativity

Mindset Survival of the fittest Organized

Community living,
Patience.

Leadership and

followership

Passion Volunteer ship
DIY

Tools Hunting tools Farming Tools Machines

Systems
Automation

Information

Innovation
Internet

Focus The need of the
hour

Independence Efficiency
Effectiveness

Purpose

Value Creativity
Interdependence

Motivation Food
Survival

Community living Being
in control

Targets, Rewards

Recognition
Carrot-and-Stick

Equity

Ownership

Making a difference
Shared Vision

Ecosystem Individual Family Family Community Pyramid consist of

laborers, employees,

leaders and business
owners

Intrapreneurs

Partners
Associates
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There is also the emergence of the Conceptual Age as indicated by 

Dan Pink in his book, ‘A Whole New Mind: Why Right-Brainers Will 

Rule the Future’ (Pink, 2006), which demonstrates that the creators 

and empathizers will rule the world, going forward.

Characteristics of an Information Era project
A project in today’s environment becomes progressively elaborated and needs to undertake 

many steps to accomplish its purpose. Also, there is seldom a direct link between cause and 

effect. Hence, trying to fix an accurate timeline becomes a challenging task.

An information era project has a more cognitive dependency. As human minds create a 

project in this era, the efficiency of a project is determined by how best the human resources 

work and how motivated they are. Hence, a sense of ownership, a shared vision and passion 

are needed. In the industrial age, well-oiled machines are required in order to perform 

effectively; in the information age, the human mind has to be enabled with ownership and 

involvement to perform the tasks better. 

Finally, the external environment has a more significant influence on project feasibility and 

viability and the lifecycle of products after their launch. Hence, there is a need for a project 

management framework that addresses all these elements—a method that can enable rather 

than restrict.
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People imperatives: 
The following are some examples of imperatives that enable clarity of focus on people of the project

• People-centric policies and framework

• Offering flexibility and freedom to operate

• Creating a conducive environment that fosters innovation

• Enabling the power of ownership and mutual accountability

• Understand what motivates and aligning to that

• A culture that does not prohibits making mistakes

• Enable collaboration than competition

• Engage people on the project

• Creating a shared vision

• Making people part of the process

• Self-empowered teams

• Decentralized decision making

• Empowering people and hold them accountable

• Avoid restrictive process and encourage flexibility

• A culture that respects an individual’s strengths and compensates weaknesses

• A learning organization

• Space for experimentation

• Kindle creativity

• A conducive work environment that enhances productively

• Fostering teamwork

• Reinforcing interdependence

• Mutual trust
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So, the question is, do the resources ‘assigned’ to the project, or 

they are ‘committed’ to the project? If people are assigned to the 

project, they would still do the job, but it will be merely a job. If they 

are committed, they have an intrinsic motivation that propels them 

towards attaining a passion or ambition that they own.  Initially, it is 

not strange to have people assigned to project, but in due course, by 

clarifying the purpose and making them a part of the larger vision, 

they share this vision with themselves and become committed to the 

process. This indeed would create surpassing results rather than 

just getting allocated as a part of the resource assignment. 



24 Personalities
All the world is a stage
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Legend

Disclaimer : This is a sensitive topic, which people might tend to 

avoid. But for the improvement of the way in which we manage 

project, I intend to do this – nothing personal about it or 

judgemental about anyone.

Doing projects is always exciting, not only because it is creative 

process, but also because of dealing with versatile people. Unlike 

the last century, we have most of the projects driven by the 

cognitive ability of the people, not the machines. When we have 

people, we have personalities and preferences. Not everyone is 

alike. However, the trick here is to converge a diverse set of 

people with their own interest to deliver a common objective. 

Politics is about getting collective action from a group of people 

who may have quite different interest – Eccles is quoted PMBOK 

This makes sure that there is never a dull moment in projects. If 

we understand these preferences and influence them accordingly. 

Project management is mostly influencing as in the case of any 

other management.

ID : This is how you can identify them

Positives : Make use of them

Negatives : Be aware of them

How they can add value to the project. 

You can anchor them based on their 

competencies in particular situations 

in the projects
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I have used these personalities to illustrate the real life examples in the projects. 

All characters and events depicted in this book are entirely fictitious. Any similarity 

to actual events or persons, living or dead, is not only purely coincidental but is a 

fact of real-life experience in projects, it means that many organizations are 

suffering from these common syndromes. No animals were harmed during the 

making of these stories, but there is indeed human suffering. The focus is on to 

become a cure for this. I am sure this book will be a part of the solution and not 

part of the problem.
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The Dolphins

You find most of the leaders or SLT or steering team like this, they 

wander on the high level details. Once they have a clue on the issue 

they take the deep dive into the bottom of the issue to resolve the 

problem. Like a dolphin always swims on the surface but we dont 

know when it will take a deep dive

Rigorous review of the projects

Predictability, they do it without warning. Sometime it scares people, 

if they are not prepared.

The issue to what extent you want t be prepared with details. Be 

honest and have the back ups when it is needed. Develop 

confidence.  If they have confidence in you, they will go by the report.



The Motivator
You speak to them, and you will get Goosebumps. They 

are the one who is completely aligned with the larger 

vision. They want to do larger than themselves every 

moment. You will find them in all the levels in spite of the 

hierarchical restrictions.

Infuses enthusiasm in the team

Hyper activism irritates the laggards

Make use of them, if possible, provide leadership roles for 

every team. Their mear existence can energize the team.
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They love to jump onto an ambiguous 

situation and solve the problem. 

Confronting delicate situation gives them 

an adrenaline rush. Flip side is they 

could create fire as well.

Part of the solution when everyone 

dwells in problem

Quick jumping to the conclusion

Always wish to be in the center stage

Just be careful with firefighters, while 

they are good at fire-fighting, they are 

also might be good at creating fire

THE FIREFIGHTERS
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• The kick-ass

They are the one who says nothing is impossible. 

They are achievement oriented and waiting for a 

project or task to be assigned to them. The more task 

they complete in a given time gives them the 

motivation.

How can you complain?, Leverage them

Getting things done #gtd

Might lack people skills when driving the projects.
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If there is a door closed, another opens 

for them. They always see the possibility 

than a problem. They are to be leveraged 

for turning around difficult situations. 

They come up with several options when 

there is a situation. They are good for risk 

mitigation options.

Part of the solution

Ability to conclude and decide on a single 

option might become a development 

point.

Valuable while brainstorming

The Options person
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True Leader
not necessarily by designation or 

being a part of SLT

Often found inspiring the team toward project accomplishment. A 

genuine selfless, customer-centric, people-oriented person, who 

plays a significant role in maintaining the sanity of the team

Motivating, inspiring project ecosystem

Sometimes, they can be taken for granted. Often found not to be 

detail oriented

Seldom seen in the project team

Leverage them
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Power House

They drive decision and policy. They are the one who take the 

calls or near to the decision makers. 

Approach them when there is an ambiguous situation

Tend to hold the decisions to themselves

They can move mountains when one finds it difficult.
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For them, metrics is essential. If it is five days task, they 

will find all the way to finish the task in 5 days, not a day 

in advance or a day delay. For them, the delivery of the 

number is important.

result oriented

Might lack the larger vision

These are the guys to be depended on when fixing the 

objective of the project. They can convert ambiguous 

goals as realistic, measurable, tangible scope.

The number’s Person
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The information holder

Information encyclopedia of the organization and 

project, processes, previous projects and lessons 

learned

For them, 

knowledge is power. 

These are the 

people who expect 

everyone to come to 

them for information. 

For them, 

information is power, 

as long as they hold 

it tightly, their 

position in the 

organization is 

indispensable.

Looks to be short-sighted, team hates as reserve 

information themselves

They can be a useful information reserve. Use them 

appropriately. Keeping them center stage helps to 

encourage them.
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The one who follows the rulebook and SOP. For them, 

nothing else exists other than written procedures

process compliance, they will do task picture perfect as 

written

Inflexible when need to be agile and nimble

People skills

hey may already not be in  ideation or innovation function 

(you will find seldom). They can make great managers. 

Will be an asset in EHS, Financial control and quality 

The Disciple
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Suffering from verbal diarrhea

Have a zeal for discussing the things 

again and again. 

However, they help to threadbare 

hashing out all the open items

The danger is to reverse the already 

concluded decision, and indecisiveness.

Guide them to be specific and allow 

others to participate

Have Agenda based discussion

Include parking lots when the meetings 

go out of scope

The Monopolizer
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Pushes the project with 

humongous force even if it is 

not needed.

Helps in furthering the project.

Needs direction of what is 

essential, pushing the right 

things forward is the progress

Will do miracles in a place 

where 'nudging' is more of a 

required skill. Will make a 

good project manager

The Locomotive
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For her, the tasks must be 

accomplished, restless until she 

completes and furthers the project 

to the next person

Task-oriented, can be banked upon 

for completion of tasks.

Will be seen as passing on the ball 

to others court, the successor feels 

the pressure

Systematic person, you can rely on 

him for compliance. Use the most 

for documentation stuff

The checklist guy
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Whatever situation is, they manage 

to reply to that in a single line mail. 

Usually you will find them using a 

single finger to type the e-mails.

To the point, focused

does not promote mail war

In an international cross country 

project, this becomes cumbersome 

to keep them aligned.

You need to have face to face 

discussion to deal with them n 

detail

The one-liners
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The Naysayer

Not only in projects, but you will also find them in 

every ecosystem. They are the one who jumps and 

say; it is not possible, that can’t happen; it does not 

work like this.

Can't get approval for anything

Use them to pressure test the assumptions. Will 

bring in the harsh views that calibrate any ambitious 

assumptions
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Credit seeker

Often found among bosses, the one who wants to take 

all the credit. Nothing happens without her. All are 

accomplished because of her action or her intervention.

Progress: will further the project forward

Will make the team starve for recognition

Suffering from Self-fulfilling prophecy

Given then the credit, recognize to an extent that they 

don’t need to be skeptical about your intentions



The Problem Dweller

They find problems in every situation. They refuse to 

see the possibility, but to see the problem every 

case. They love to dwell in the problem situation for a 

long time until someone resolves that and help them 

to come out.

They can identify why it can't happen

Infuses pessimism in team

A good subject matter expert for identifying risks and 

issues. Premortem
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The Hyper-egoists

They have a thin fuse and ready to erupt at any given 

time. They just need stimuli in order to explode. They 

might be very strong technically, but because of the 

emotional intelligence, they often would be isolated by 

the larger team.

Will be hard to develop friendship, but once established 

they might give life to you.

Challenge in getting things done in a cross-functional 

teamwork.

Assign them individual work where they can contribute 

as an individual contributor. Don't touch the soft points, 

but most of them found to be tech-savvy, use them in 

accordance with their expertise area
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'I am not responsible' person

Do not assume responsibility, will come across as a 

consultant and preach best practice, but wanted to do 

something, will be reluctant to own the deliverables.

Can be a good consultant, advising other the best way 

of accomplishing the things.

Getting commitments to the tasks is difficult

Keep things on paper.

While assigning task to assign him clearly as a single 

responsible person, otherwise he will assume that the 

other will do the job.
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The Fence Sitters

They are the one who is uncommitted to a project and 

see what happens without their involvement

Feeling neglected

They will join if the party if it is a no-brainer success

They tend to criticize the actions or the decisions and 

hard work

Bring then inside the tent, reinstate their importance and 

value add to the project.

They need to see the broader vision and share the 

same.
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The disapprover

They reject all the idea, neither they have an idea for 

solving the problem.

Will be able to pressure test the solutions provided, will 

be a great asset if she can see the things 

dispassionately.

Impossible to hold them for ideation, or finding a solution 

for the problem

They can be good devils advocates, use them mostly 

while risk assessing or SWOT profiling
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The Passive – aggressive

A very tricky to identify this one first in place.  They are 

not committed to the projects, but as his or her boss 

wanted, they signed in. Waiting on the fence to see the 

project gets spoiled

Not blunt, and will help to maintain the decorum of the 

team culture

Will be destructive and derail the project in a given a 

chance.

Find them early enough and let them come inside the 

tent, they becoming someone sharing the broader vision 

is really critical.
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The Blue Eyed

The favorite herd of the management (I am 

not saying leadership). 

They are the influencers. Use them for 

escalations and problem solving. 

Particularly something related to the policy 

decisions

People might hate them inherently, 

expecting a weakest moment to strike 

them

Use them for high risk endeavors. The 

'management' may have tolerance for their 

risk appetite



They would like to have a e-mail 

communication for every situation

Keeping things on record

Could adversely impact the team 

dynamics, they dont believe in 

words

They are very good minute takers. 

The E-mailers
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There is no one ‘Good’ or ‘Bad’ in this.

Every one of them brings value to the project and with a bit of awareness and deliberate tactics to handle them 

differently is an edge for anyone dealing with the team.



Winning strategies
Common tactics



Being loyal to 

projects

Taking sides won't help a PM to achieve the objectives. Moreover, 

a project manager needs to be dispassionate about the individual 

functions or even individuals. 'being unbiased' is an essential 

success factor for a project manager. However, he or she can 

take one side, which is everyone side. That is to make the 

project succeed. If you are loyal to the project alone, people with 

diverse background and interest appreciate that and align with 

you to further the projects.

STRATEGY I
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Everyone 

wants success

Everyone today comes to the office for being successful. I don't 

have met anyone so far who come to the office wanting to fail 

miserably. Leverage the urge to succeed. The project manager 

can be a part of the success story of everyone in the team. 

Moreover, that sums up as the success of the project and 

indeed, the project manager herself.

STRATEGY II
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No Reaction, 

But Response

The five seconds gap between the reaction and response make 

you take wise choices that do not burn the bridges. The reaction 

is spontaneous that does not have floodgates, sometimes create 

an inadvertent irrevocable bitter feeling.  The response if 

measured, well calibrated, which makes on to shine not only in 

projects but life too.

STRATEGY III
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An Invitation
You can be a part of this book!
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Just a beginning
This is just a blueprint 

of a potential book

Personalities
You can simply add some of the 

interesting personalities you have 

met in projects

Rewards
From coauthor to 

contributor – potential 

is unlimited

Stories
You can also add 

some of the stories 

from your projects

You can be a part of this book
Get on board in this book. You can make the world know your writing skills.

Also your experience can add value to the readers, of course, we can mask all 

confidential information.



Other Books by The Author.

“ Happy Summer Reading!

Link: https://notionpress.com/read/leadership-journey-of-a-

project-manager

Link: https://notionpress.com/read/projects-relay-race

Link: https://notionpress.com/read/spiral-staircase-project-

management
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